I. INTRODUCTION

F
EEDBACK enables wireless links with high data rates through link adaptation. Without link adaptation, transmitters must consider the worst case channel quality to provide reliable communication. In this letter we study link adaptation for wireless communication between two automobiles (also called vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) wireless communication). Because the transmitter and receiver are typically moving at high speeeds in potentially opposite directions, multipath changes very rapidly, especially at higher frequencies. V2V communication is also intermittent since links appear and disappear very quickly. Therefore, it is critical that the maximum amount of information is transferred when a link is active. Clearly, link adaptation is important for future V2V networks that will carry important driver safety and traffic information [1] . It may not be feasible, however, to provide complete channel feedback for link adaptation in V2V wireless links. Channel measurements of V2V links have shown that the coherence time is sometimes less than 1 msec due to the high mobility of vehicles in highway scenarios [1] , [2] . The protocol delay of feedback between vehicles may exceed this coherence time. For example, the immediate feedback exchange in IEEE 802.11n provides at best ≈ 0.1 − 3.0 msec of feedback delay [3] . Moreover, low-latency, high-rate feedback protocols yield large overhead, which reduces link adaptation utility.
To enable link adaptation for wireless communications over channels with a short coherence time, several have proposed protocols that exploit large-scale channel information, i.e., path loss [4] - [6] . For link adaptation with path loss, the receiver may feed back one of two measurements: 1) received signal strength 2) position/motion information [7] . Position/motion information is made available by GPS or similar localization technologies which have become pervasive in vehicular environments [8] , [9] . For 1) the transmitter must complete a windowed average of received signal strength to estimate path loss. In 2) the transmitter first predicts the communication distance based on the current transmitter position and the expected receiver position given position/motion feedback. The transmitter computes path loss after distance prediction through, for example, the log-distance model or inverse wireless fingerprinting [10] , [11] .
This letter studies the preference of feeding back 1) or 2) to enable link adaptation in V2V links. We propose a new metric to measure the consistency of path loss: large-scale coherence. We use this metric to propose expressions of large-scale coherence time and large-scale coherence velocity in logdistance path loss models. Large-scale coherence time quantifies the freshness of the path loss estimate at the transmitter through feedback with 1) while large-scale coherence velocity quantifies the freshness of the derived path loss estimate at the transmitter through feedback with 2). Intuitively, assuming that vehicle position trajectory between feedback periods is completely characterized by 1st and 2nd order information (vehicle velocity and acceleration), with 1) we cannot infer the location of vehicles between feedback periods so we cannot infer the variation of path loss between feedback periods. To determine the interval of feedback, we simply find the time that the channel becomes large-scale incoherent as a function of vehicle position, velocity, and acceleration. In 2), without acceleration, we can indefinitely determine path loss with one feedback exchange. Hence, large-scale channel incoherence is fundamentally tied to the coherence of vehicle velocity, or acceleration. Using these new expressions we will show that, through simulation studies of V2V highway communications, position/motion feedback requires less overhead than link adaptation with received power measurements.
Assumptions: This work assumes that each path loss or position/motion feedback exchange requires the same time allocation on the network. Therefore, the rate of feedback will 1536-1276/12$31.00 c ⃝ 2012 IEEE determine whether link adaptation with 1) or 2) incurs more overhead. While our simulations include accurate path loss measurements, our proposed coherence expressions assume simplistic path loss models. These simple models help us to develop intuition in the tradeoff between link adaptation with position and motion information. Our results also assume that path loss and position information can be resolved exactly, which will not be the case for either in practice. Relaxation of these assumptions will be treated as future work.
II. LARGE-SCALE CHANNEL COHERENCE
Consider single-antenna, frequency-flat channels where realization ℎ( ) ∈ ℂ is decomposed into small-and large-scale effects such that ℎ( ) = √ ( ) ( ) where ∈ [0, ∞) is the relative time (arbitrarily starting at 0), ( ) ∈ (0, 1] is the timevarying large-scale channel component due to path loss, and ( ) is due to small-scale effects resulting from time-varying multipath (statistically ( ) could represent Rayleigh fading, for example).
A. Channel Coherence Definitions
The minimum feedback rate for link adaptation is typically determined by the coherence time of the channel [12] . Calculation of channel coherence through the correlation coefficient of the impulse response is not relevant here, however, since we consider link adaptation based on path loss.
Definition 1. Using 1 ≥ 0 as our initial time reference and
implies that ( 2 ) is large-scale incoherent at time 2 with respect to
Our definition of large-scale channel coherence was inspired by observing adaptive modulation and coding (AMC). Typically, the different AMC strategies are separated (approximately) by the same difference in average SNR on a logarithmic scale. For example, using the AMC system in [13] , the average SNR gap is around 3 dB ⇒ 10 log 10 ( ) ≈ 3 ⇔ ≈ 0.5. Therefore our definition allows us to relate large-scale channel incoherence with a change in transmission strategy. Moreover, (1) allows us to fairly and accurately characterize large-scale channel coherence using both path loss measurements and position/motion measurements in the next two subsections.
B. Vehicle-to-Vehicle Large-Scale Channel Coherence
Consider a V2V wireless link between two vehicles which both lie in 3-dimensional Euclidean space to model a general propagation environment. The position and motion (velocity) of the first vehicle as a function of time are represented as p(
, respectively, where each are defined in ℝ 3 . Similarly, the position and motion of the second vehicle are defined by q( ) and n( ). We assume path loss may be defined in terms of position and time, i.e. ( ) is deterministic if p( ) and q( ) are known.
Consider that position and motion information are measured and known at time 1 . For 2 > 1 , assuming that higher order statistics of position (acceleration and above) vary too quickly to measure accurately, we estimate/predict the position information at 2 with only velocity, i.e.p( 1 , 2 ) 2 ) is defined similarly). We also define the predicted distance through velocity information,
The accuracy of the predicted path loss at 2 throughd( 1 , 2 ) depends on variation of m( ) and n( ) over ∈ [ 1 , 2 ]. Thus, we have two measures of large-scale coherence: with path loss measurements (largescale coherence time) and with position/motion measurements (large-scale coherence velocity).
To bound the change in m( ) and n( ) over the interval ∈ [ 1 , 2 ] and determine large-scale coherence in terms of velocity change, we assume linear acceleration for both vehicles. We define
as the relative acceleration between the first and second vehicle. Assuming completely characterizes the change in velocity over
The large-scale coherence time of the channel can now be defined in terms of the relative acceleration
where ( 1 , 2 , ) is the path loss mapped from d( 1 , 2 , ) and the term ( )
Similarly, the large-scale coherence velocity region of the channel can be defined in terms of the interval
Therefore, large-scale coherence velocity is the set of relative acceleration thresholds that, when met, cause the predicted path loss at 2 through position/motion information, ( 1 , 2 ), to become large-scale incoherent.
C. V2V Large-Scale Coherence in Log-Distance Model
For a deeper insight into the definition of large-scale coherence time and large-scale coherence velocity in V2V networks, let us consider the log-distance path loss model with path loss exponent and path loss reference measurement value 0 at reference distance 0 . [10] . With this model
is the distance between the first and second vehicle. By redefining the numerator in terms of the velocities and acceleration, the path loss measurement at time 1 results in large-scale channel incoherence at 2 if 
2 /4. The large-scale coherence time is the minimum non-negative root of this quartic polynomial. Similarly, large-scale incoherence through position/motion information occurs at 2 when
by Cauchy-Schwarz where a
We can also define an upper bound on each relative acceleration component by setting the other components equal to zero and solving the quadratic equation in (8) . Thus, for a = [ 1 , 2 , 3 ] , the inequality
provides an upper bound on each component of the coherence velocity. Hence, in the general 3-dimensional propagation scenario we cannot complete a simple large-scale coherence velocity expression due to the 2 degrees of freedom available in the acceleration components. We can, however, place lower and upper bounds on the acceleration values. Notice that as → ∞ (path loss exponent increases indefinitely), the upper bound limit per dimension is 2| |. It can also be shown in (5) that as → ∞, 0 → 0 ⇒ ( 1 , , ) → 0. Hence, the larger the path loss exponent, the more attractive position information becomes for estimating path loss. In 1-dimensional spaces, such as the system in the sequel, the expressions for large-scale coherence time and large-scale coherence velocity simplify dramatically.
III. HIGHWAY STUDY OF V2V LINK ADAPTATION
To demonstrate the practical significance of the large-scale coherence expressions in Section II, we consider the highway V2V network topology. We show simplified large-scale coherence expressions due to the position dimensionality reduction. Feedback rate tradeoffs are simulated for practical operating conditions to demonstrate that position/motion information availability often results in less feedback exchanges.
A. Large-Scale Coherence Expressions in 1-D
We now proceed with the computation of large-scale coherence time for the V2V network topology in Fig. 1 . We consider the scenario where two vehicles are traveling on a line and the path loss between them is modeled by the Friis free space propagation formula ( = 2, 0 = 1, 0 = ( /4 ) with operating wavelength meters in the log-distance path loss model). We only consider a single accelerating vehicle (node 1 acceleration = , node 2 acceleration = 0), since relative acceleration determines large-scale coherence velocity. For 1 dimension, (4) simplifies to
where = 1 if the sign inside the absolute value of the numerator and denominator in (10) match, otherwise = −1. If the signs do not match, this means that node 1 and node 2 cross paths, i.e. the crossover point is in the interval ( 1 , 2 ) such that their direction relative to each other has changed. We can similarly simplify large-scale coherence velocity. Equation (6) simplifies to
where is defined the same manner as before. We now have simple expressions that characterize the large-scale coherence time and the large-scale coherence velocity in 1-dimensional space.
B. Large-Scale Coherence Simulations in 1-D
The 1-dimensional V2V link with free space path loss simplifies a very interesting practical scenario: highway communication as shown in Fig. 1 . Reflective paths (for example ground reflections) are assumed to contribute primarily to multipath and not path loss [14] . Since we are adapting based on path loss they are not considered here. Moreover, adding complexity to the channel model will lead to tractability issues, limiting the resulting system design intuition. We use (11) and (13) to define the large-scale coherence time and large-scale coherence velocity. The large-scale coherence boundary, where the large-scale coherence time equals the large-scale coherence velocity, can be solved by evaluating the quadratic equations produced by ( 1 , ( 1 , , ) + 1 , ) and ( 1 , ( 1 , 2 , ) , ) in terms of , 1 and 1 , 2 − 1 , respectively.
Examine the following highway scenario with maximum link distance of 3 km in free space: ( ) = 25 m/s (≈ 55 mph) for ∈ [0, 1 ], ( ) = −30 m/s (≈ 65 mph) for ∈ [0, ∞), (0) = 0, (0) = 3000, and = 0.5. Figs. 2 and 3 show the large-scale coherence time and large-scale coherence velocity contours, respectively. Fig. 2 demonstrates that largescale coherence time is much larger than traditional coherence time for the highway scenario. Figs. 2 and 3 lend considerable insight into the tradeoff between the feedback of path loss is the crossover time under no acceleration. We can see that near the crossover point the coherence time decreases rapidly. This is a consequence of free space path loss which is inversely proportional to vehicular distance squared. The dashed line represents the contour boundary. The region to the right of the contour boundary represents scenarios where path loss information results in less feedback overhead whereas the region to the left of the contour boundary shows where position/motion information is preferred.
information and the feedback of position/motion information. For any realization of 1 and we can find whether feedback of position/motion information is advised by observing the black dotted line (contour boundary). In Fig. 2 , realizations of , 1 to the left of the contour boundary show acceleration values (and the associated time reference 1 ) that result in less feedback overhead with position/motion information than path loss information. Similarly, in Fig. 3 , contour points to the right of the black dotted line represents node 1 acceleration that results in link adaptation with less feedback overhead for position/motion information. Practically speaking, in typical driving scenarios, the maximum acceleration is somewhere between 3 − 5 m/s 2 . Highperformance vehicles achieve a maximum of around 8 m/s 2 in racing conditions. Consequently, for most conceivable V2V network scenarios, the overhead incurred for feedback of position information to accomplish link adaptation in the highway scenario is favorable when compared to the overhead incurred for the feedback of path loss information. Most importantly, near the crossover point, where the path loss changes very rapidly, position/motion information is preferred for all realizable acceleration scenarios.
C. Simulation with Highway Path Loss Measurements
The 1-D coherence models and simulations are important for insight into channel dynamics in the context of position and motion information, however, they are insufficient for creating link adaptation algorithms in practice due to the presence of reflected paths, shadows (path blockages), and atmospheric absorption. For final validation of position and motion information, link adaptation simulations are completed with highway path loss measurements at 5.2 GHz as reported in [2] . These measurements report path loss captured over 10 seconds on a highway (in Sweden) between two vehicles traveling in opposite directions at a relative speed of 180 km/hr (includes vehicle crossover), as recreated in Figure 4 . We model link adaptation in IEEE 802.11p by assigning each transmission one of the eight modulation and coding schemes that provide 6-54 Mbps in 20 MHz spectrum allocations. We use the sensitivity requirements defined in the standard (Table  17-13 of [3] ) to determine if communication is successful (which means that the transmitter will select the highest rate that meets the sensitivity requirements). We will assume that one node is designated as the transmitter and the other as the receiver with path loss given by [2] .
The baseline link adaptation algorithm with aperiodic feedback does not have position or motion information so it must send back channel information whenever the channel becomes incoherent with respect to the last feedback exchange. Aperiodic feedback is optimistic since traffic may be bursty, resulting in stale path loss information at the receiver. This motivates link adaptation with periodic feedback which is pessimistic since it sends back path loss information at regular intervals regardless of how much path loss estimates have changed.
To incorporate position and motion information, we cannot use straightforward feedback due to model and measurement inconsistencies. Our solution is a hybrid feedback protocol which sends back position, motion, and path loss information. The path loss information is required to re-initialize the logdistance path loss model for each feedback exchange. Feedback exchanges only occur during large-scale incoherency. To prevent stale path loss exchanges (as in aperiodic feedback) we piggyback transmitter path loss information with the first data packet after each feedback exchange. Table I shows that, even in the presence of log-distance model inaccuracy, position and motion information can be leveraged to substantially reduce feedback in V2V large-scale link adaptation without compromising performance.
The transmit power is set at 20 dBm to ensure that all modes (6-54 Mbps in 20 MHz channels) are required for optimal rate adaptation. To provide zero outage we add an penalty factor to the path loss estimate at the transmitter, which is used to select the mode. Strategically decreasing this penalty may provide controlled nonzero outage for aperiodic and hybrid feedback strategies. Results show that position and motion information can substantially reduce feedback without compromising data rate (except when close to 1 due to inaccuracy of log-distance path loss models in practice). Note that acceleration information is not needed to complete this study nor is previous knowledge of the ideal path loss coefficient ( = 2 was used for results in Table I and empirically we observed that varying this parameter between 1 and 3 did not significantly impact performance).
IV. CONCLUSION
In this letter we considered the use of position/motion information in V2V networks. To this end we defined coherence as a function of time and velocity change in path loss models. Simulations demonstrate the value of position/motion information to reduce feedback overhead.
